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Events Benefit All

Centennial Stage Is Mammoth

It is now in the glitter and grand huskies surrounding the symbols and other Centennial programs under-

The opportunities for education at all levels, from student to family are often lost in the hustle and bustle of

An example of the opportunities available is the mem-

New in the budget presentation and planning stages this

A half-billion people are expected to attend this show, 

Almost every field represented in the University will be
directly affected by the exposition.

The policies involved in an exhibition of this size include traffic control, fire aid, and almost every field of

The problems of housing, and providing for the needs of

The task of telling people about the event before it hap-

The engineering students should find prospective the

The speech department will present in the act with the

Students, graduate, undergraduate, formal or informal, should be aware of the many different ways to get to know

The Student Government Commission is now in the pro-

It is to be hoped that students at Michigan State will

The results of opening the expositions to students have

Let's keep it up.
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THE GRASS SUFFERS

SOG BATTLE CRY,

Don't Tread on Me!

Tramp, tramp, tramp, the lawn is marching.
No, we're not referring to RUSTY, parade, but to another sign of spring on the Michigan State campus.
It's the time of year when the feet of Spartan males—

There's a great deal to be said for the lawns. Not only are they a beautiful feature of our campus, but they also

To cut down on this mess horticulturists, the local chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, national service honorary, has been

Helped out by fences put up in strategic locations, the SOG campaign has been fairly successful. For a student

Michigan State's campus has often been called the most beautiful in America. It can keep that reputation if you remember to


campus classifieds

A FEW WORDS

BRING MANY RESULTS

CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

AUTOMOTIVE

CLEANER CARS FROM

MALCOLM MILLS

LOW COST

ADDITIONAL CHARGE

FOR EVERY AD WITH

AD FOR EACH ADDITIONAL AD

FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED

PERSONAL

TRANSPORTATION

HOUSING

VARIOUS SIZES & COLORS

FURNITURE

BEDROOM, DINING ROOM, LIVING ROOM, KITCHEN

Rogers' Movers

1 800 636 1748
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Report From the Rhine

The Old and New German

A People Looking to the West

Dr. Freydon Gruener

BOOKS: "The Old and New German: A People Looking to the West" (Bantam Books), is a novel

The Germans are a people who have always been on the move, always seeking new horizons. This is especially true today, in a world where national boundaries are becoming less relevant.

The novel explores the lives of several individuals who are caught up in the complexities of contemporary German politics. It delves into the issues of reunification, the role of the European Union, and the impact of globalization on German society. The story is set against the backdrop of the Rhine River, a symbol of unity and division, much like the country itself.

The author, Dr. Freydon Gruener, is a well-known scholar and author on German and European affairs. His previous works have been widely acclaimed for their insights into contemporary politics and society. In "The Old and New German," Gruener offers a fresh perspective on an enduring theme in German history: the quest for identity in a changing world.

The book is available at major bookstores and online retailers. For more information on the author and his works, visit his website at www.freydongoehler.de.
Paper and Puppets
Reward Professor

Puppets, potatoes, and paper make a career
for Ruby Nienhuis, associate professor of
communication.

Prizes for her own work are the reward for educational films in the
1959 International Film Festival at Venice, Italy, for her produc-
tions. Films from 25 countries were screened in the International Film
Festival, and the $250 prize was awarded to Nienhuis. In another
competition, American films were screened at Venice. Films
were chosen for the best from a total of 25 countries. Nienhuis
was chosen for the international film competition in this
competition. Nienhuis was a chosen for the international
film competition in this

April 19, 1960
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Eating’s a Pleasure
at the College Inn

Sea Food and Steaks

College Inn

College of Chicag

Post Office Sets Up New Mail Center

The Spartan "Post Express" has
been put into motion.

A new post office, located in the
Old Main Building, has been
opened. The office will be
available from Monday to Friday
to handle the mail.

The office, which was
opened on April 18th,
will be open from
8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday through
Friday.

On April 19, the attractive
professor won the national
Globe Award for her
work, "How to Make Puppets.

Her film, which is in color, is
produced by the National
Soap Company, after she
made the script. The film
was made at Michigan State
University.

The film was produced in
England. Films on puppets
are rarely made, and this
film is the first to be
produced in England.

The film is "How to Make a
Puppet." It is the first
film on the subject of
puppets to be produced in
England.

April 18, the attractive
professor won the national
Globe Award for her
work, "How to Make Puppets.

Her film, which is in color, is
produced by the National
Soap Company, after she
made the script. The film
was made at Michigan State
University.

The film was produced in
England. Films on puppets
are rarely made, and this
film is the first to be
produced in England.

The film is "How to Make a
Puppet." It is the first
film on the subject of
puppets to be produced in
England.

April 18, the attractive
professor won the national
Globe Award for her
work, "How to Make Puppets.

Her film, which is in color, is
produced by the National
Soap Company, after she
made the script. The film
was made at Michigan State
University.

The film was produced in
England. Films on puppets
are rarely made, and this
film is the first to be
produced in England.

The film is "How to Make a
Puppet." It is the first
film on the subject of
puppets to be produced in
England.
**Summer Slay**

**Cool MONTY SAVERS**

**$4 95**

*Parsons Burlington Linen*  

**LONG SHORTS REGULARS**

**TWO LEGS**

**PANTS-SWEATERS-JACKETS**

151 East Grand River, East Lansing  
113 South Washington, Lansing

---

**GRAND OPENING**

**FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY**

**APRIL 22nd, 23rd and 24th**

**FREE GIFTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY**

- Set of 6 Glasses  
  With every purchase of 4 or more gallons of GULF GASOLINE  
- Gulf Lollipops, Cracker Jacks & Balloons  
- Gulf Humming Rockets

**NEW!**

**Lithboy Emerald Swirl Glasses**

**Beautiful Emerald Green 11-ounce tumbler glasses in handy carry-home carton**

**Set of 6**

**Gulf Prize Drawing**  
One Portable Radio to be Given Away  
Sunday, April 30th  
9:00 P.M.

---

**DANCE TONIGHT**

**LANSING YWCA**

217 Townsend Street - 9-12

Bob Eberhardt's Orch.

$0 per person

---

**小事告白**

**State Reunion and Big Ten**

**Kiln Campuses**

An International Student Dinner will be held at Michigan State's Alpha Gamma Delta House in East Lansing on Friday at 7:00 P.M. It is open to students only, and there is a $2.00 charge.

---

**Convo to Stress**

**Teaching as Christian Work**

"Teaching as a Christian Witness" will be the theme of the annual Fall Convocation held at Michigan State University on Friday, September 15th, in the Union Ballroom. The convocation will be preceded by the annual Student Devotions led by President E. M. Bell on Thursday evening in the Union Chapel. The keynote address will be given by Dr. Robert L. France, presidents of the American Theological Seminary, and will be entitled, "The Crisis in Higher Education and the Challenge to Try the Christian Witness." The convocation will conclude on Saturday with a panel discussion on "Teaching as a Christian Witness." It is open to students only and there is a $2.00 charge.

---

**Faculty Ladies Meet the Boss**

**At Luncheon**

"A chance to become better acquainted with the boss will be afforded to members of the Women's Faculty at a luncheon to be held in the Union. LaFollette urged young women to apply knowledge gained in college part-time jobs. Referring to the situation of most young women who discover the high cost of living and who must work to support themselves, LaFollette stated, "It is a very happy situation for a woman to be in the union to work and earn a living, to pay her own expenses.""
**Omnicron Pi Initiates 26 State Coeds**

Twenty-six new members of Alpha chapter of Omicron Pi, national home economists honorary last week. Graduate students initiated are Marie Perello, Gurl. El., Owen Miller, Lansing; and Marilyn Pheps, Pontiac.

Recent initiates are Julia Merg, Unlonvillle; Mary Clapper, Flint; Ruth Elishewitz. New York, N. Y.; Dorothy Illavac, Dearborn; Marjole Netrrninger, Merrilee, Saginaw; Lois Ittle, Howell, and Gladys Witt, Plymouth.

Rusty Smith, Oak Hill, receive; Lee Stacey, Saginaw; Shirley Smith, Owosso; Gene Wismore, Flushing; Don McReek, Owosso; Howard Williams, St. Charles, Fla.; Nancy Smith, Lansing.

Recent Alpha Epsilon Phi pledges are Harriet Berman, Ithaca; Beverly Danto, Detroit; Sandra Feinsteln, Detroit; Arnold, Detroit; Evelyn Bochnle, Pontiac; Sue Brinkman, Eight; Marjann Crandall, Daggett; Ann Ferguson, Highland; Joyce Halverson, Owosso; Theresa Moulton, Unionville; East Lansing; and Mary Yates, Flint.
Gridders Don Masks
To Decrease Injuries

SPORTS IN BRIEF
Russians Search for Athlete

FINES

Bidders "Great Danes" for Indian U

By DOUG. SHELTON
State Sports Editor

The University of Notre Dame is one of the schools that will hand donned masks to be worn by the players without a score if the opponent cannot agree to use them.

The University of Notre Dame will hand donned masks to be worn by the players without a score if the opponent cannot agree to use them.

Dr. James F. O'Sullivan, head physician, said on Monday that he was in favor of the players wearing a mask in competition.

"We prefer to have the players wear masks in all games," said Dr. F. O'Sullivan, "but we understand that some opponents cannot agree to use them."

Varsity Collects 13 Hits

Spartan Hitters Please
Kobs in Intrasquad Game

By JACQUES BERNSTEIN

Spartan ball fell flat in the third inning as the team scored seven runs off the pitcher of the third inning. They were held scoreless in the fourth inning by the assistant coach. The score was tied in the fifth inning and the score remained tied in the sixth inning.

Coach Kobs, who has been coaching the team since the first game of the season, said the players were not allowed to use masks in the games.

"We will continue to use masks in our intrasquad games," said Coach Kobs. "We are not allowed to use masks in our official games, but we will continue to use them in our practice games."

Wool Flannel
Walk Shorts

Sensible as Air-Conditioning...and just as Cooling!

There are with shorts hand-kerchief tied to knee-length, with pink front, strap back, and wool knit, world-wide. Try a pair in the Ivory League mode; wear venture. They are made of wool. $1.25.
**Women and Aging**

Continuing authorities has laid the last touch on the 8th Annual Symposium on "Psychosocial Aspects of Aging," which will be held on the campus of the University of Illinois this Thursday, October 19th.

The symposium will feature talks by leading experts in the field of aging and will cover topics such as the psychological and social issues faced by older adults. The event is open to the public and is free of charge. For more information, visit the conference website or contact the organizers.

---

**Tentative plans have been made to supply the symposium participants with a record of all symposium activities.**

---

**Whitaker to Talk To Pre-Med Club**

Dr. Whitaker, assistant professor of medicine at the University of Illinois, will be giving a talk to the Pre-Med Club at 7:30 PM on the campus this week.

The talk will cover the latest developments in medical research and will be of interest to all students pursuing careers in medicine.

---

**June's Flashes on the Spring Style Scene**

Flashes of brilliance on the Spring Style scene in ...